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Virtues

l1ncent and the Cowardly Spirit

......

)in~nt's energy and apostolic ual occasionally brushed up against the resisrance

V of some confreres, whom he calted "cowardly and unsenled spirits ... capable

only of discouraging others, " and who balked at the Company's responses to nf'\'{
"opportunities of serving God ~ in the mission. These adversaries seemed ready to
write off not on ly the present but the fmure as well.
"What good are 50 mallY employments," Vincent has them say. "so many
missions, seminaries, conferences, retreats, assemblies, and journeys for the poor?
When Monsieur Vincent is dead, all these will soon be abandoned, for what mea ns
will there be of keeping up all these undertakings? ~
Vincent's reply (Q that line of thinking was to assert that. if the
Congregation "at its birth and in its cradlc has had the courage to embrace these
opportunities of serving God, is there not reason TO hope "that lthe Company] will
grow stronger and increase with time. "
T he Congregation at that moment (in the late 1650s) Vincent feh, still had
~ th e first graces of our vocation flowing upon us .... " To act in cowardice, he was
convinced, was to "render ourselves unworthy of the many blessings that God has,
up to the present, poured down upon the Company, and of the many holy
employments which his providence has confided TO it."
When providence spoke, Vince", was determined TO act, even in the face of
risk. ~ Lct us not be discou raged," he said elsewhere in simihlf ... in•.ullllitanr.;o, "dther
by dangers or by the apparent fruidessnC$ of our zeal. .. 0 0 merchants refrain from
going (0 sea because of the dangers ... ar lspeaking from his different cultural
sensibility] soldiers fro m goi ng to war because of the wounds and death to which
they are exposed?"
In this spi rit Vincent encourages his missionaries to "give ourselves to God,
Gentlemen, so that he may gram us the grace to stand fast ... He will be faithful to
his promises; he will never abandon us as long as we remain fully obed ient to him
H
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for the fulfillment of his designs. ~ The saint reassures them in theiT fears against over
extension: "I do nor say that it is necessary to proceed to infiniry and to undertake
all things without disti nction, but them things which God lets us ~ he asks of us.
We arc his and nor our own; if he increases our work, he will also increase our
strength."
In facl, it was well known [hat Vincenr never deliberately sought a
foundation. His bel ief was that "if we are good, we shall never lack foundat ions, and
if we arc not good, then we already have tOO many. "
Nowmbtr, 1990

St. Vinmrl de I'au/
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Vernacular Spirituality

r rhat is a nict: phrase that Vincent would like. It is not his, but he would cen ainly

'L

understand the notion and feel kinsh.ip with it, for it makes a good fit for his
inca rnational approach to holiness. "Vernacular" suggests a level of rhe ordinary: of
understanding and achievement that arc within reach of everyone. "Vernacula r
spirituality," ~gardless of whose term it is, would point to find ing the sacred in the
ordinary, and God in everyday life. h is broader than C hristian and suggests that the
path of anyone's search for the transcendent wi1l1ead through the mundane.
That Vincent was an adherent of this informal p:l.th

to

hol iness is commonplace

of his life story. One of his signature utterances is the observation that "perfectio n does
nOt consist in ecstasies bur in doing fit' will ofGod.~ That is, hol iness does nOt need
extraordinary signs to be authentic. Instead of flashy displays, the more convinci ng sign
is the day-to-day, unspeclacular fidelity to d·Jty. ~God attends to the affitirs of our soul.~
said Vincent, "while we are anending to those of our vocation." This does not preclude
intensity of love that drive'S the action, for, he urged, love of God should be exercised in
"the strength of our arms and the sweat of our brow. n
Accordingly, the msize" of the act means little in dC'termining value. In fact, it is
better, says the saint, to be attelltive "to the ~malle'St ci rcumstances, in order that nothing
may be wanting in what we do." There is "safety," too, in that smallness, for it tends to
hold pride at bay. " Little actions done to please God are not subject to vanity as other
actions that are more brilliant, which often go up in smoke." Economy, tOO, is a facto r
that makes for quality: "Do nOt overburd.en yourself with rules and practices, but
strengthen yourself to fu lfill well those you have, especially as regards your daily actions
and employments .... "
Perhaps the best window into Vincent's mind on this subject is what we might
call the principle of priority. T he religious-lpostol ic life is not so neat as to ensure that
everything will always stay in irs place or follow in its proper o rder. Thus, there were
often seeming conflicts - more so, tensions - between devotions and apostolic duties,
as when the immediate demands of the poor, the sick , or other needs of the apostolate
/23
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dashed with times for prayer, mass, or other ~at h ome~ activities. This tension more

oflen faced the Daughters of Charity, who had urgent calls from the poor. As Vincent
instructed them, ~We should accommodate ourselves according to the demands of our
vOCItion. At limes ccnain things are to be dispatched which C1nnOt be put oR' and which
aTC not com patible with the hour of praycr.~ The sensible solution, says the saim, is ~tO
advance or postpone the customary hours," Actually, ~the duty of charity is above every
rule," In a way, both obligations revealed the face: of God , and therefore are of equal
imponance. For this supposed dilemma, Vincent coined the expression that the person
who chose the more urgent action was "leaving God fo r God,"
If the path to holiness for Vincent YI:lS a way of simplicity, he was equally
convinced that the language to clothe the gospel message should be simple. In this
regard he indeed spoke and advocated ~vernacula r.~ If holiness was to be within the
reach of the ordinary person - under the action of grace, of course - the directions for
achievement should be intelligible on thar level.
This drive for simplicity led Vincent imo his work to reform the preaching of
his day. His contemporaries recognized his difference in style. One of them, in a book
dedication to the saint that COntrasted his mode with the inflated style of many
churchmen, complimented him on his preference of "plebeian knowledge rather than of
noble ignorance." Vincent indeed crusaded against pride in the pulpit, that is,
~ preaching oneself and not Jesus Christ. " He clai med that ~IO play the peacock by
making beautiful discourses is to commit a sacrilege." Preaching that was ~over
decorated," and punctuated with ~bo mbastic language and style" and "ornamental
speech," distressed him. In the end, me "Little Method" of simplicity, order, and
directness in preachi ng mat he developed was such a su cc~ both within the
Congregation and among the other clergy that the ultimate compliment for a cleric was
10 say that "He preaches like a missionary!"
When occasions warranted , Vincent could be oblique: he could write a florid,
convoluted letter to a bishop that equaled the style of any contemporary; or his Gascon
temperament was capable of political cr:aniness for getting things done. BUI his basic
sensibility leaned toward the si mple and the direct . For his approach to spirituality this
disposition served him well in making holiness intelligible and in demonstrating how,
under grace, it is within the reach of everyone. The route that the saint pointed out was
incarnational: that is, it is grounded in God's immediacy and presence in th(' world and
in daily experience. The notions entailed are neither unique nor original with Vincent,
nor did he expound them in any single mode as in a treatise. Rather, they are a network
of thre-.lds scattered through all his utterances. Like me road lines of a map they are
multi-colored and stretch in all directions. Unlike the map's configurations, these Jines
are capable of leading to God whatever direction you take.
Nfn'fmba; 1993

St. Vinant tk Pdul
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.A1..ee~ess) the Charming Virtue
..,. ) jncent took a lifelong in(erest in promoting the virtue of meekness. H is
con viction abom its worth undoubtedly grew OUI of his own personal snuggle
to master it, even to the poim of praying to God [0 change his "austere and
d isagr~a bl e dispo$i ti on~ into a "meek and benign spi rit. " He found encou ragement
in the example of his friend and mentor, Francis de Sales, a man of "gendeness and
exquisite meekness of character," who was ro Vincent a mirror of the face of God.
In testify ing later to Francis' sanctity, Vincent exclaimed, "Oh! how good God must
be, since the bishop of Geneva is SO good."
Vincent recogn ized meekness as an effective behavior for ministry. It was
o ne way. for instance, to moder-He the violent passions that accompan ied the
religious and theological disputes of the day. In th is arena, Francis de Sales was again
the model: the con troversialist, in Vincent's mind, who converted heretics "rather by
his graciousness than by his d octrine." Of another disputant, Vincent said that this
man was "able to convince heretics, but th at it appertained only to the bishop of
Geneva to convert them."
Vincent himself had "never seen or known of a heretic who was converted
by skillful dialectics ... but [of} many converted by kindness .... "
T his stance was likewise a useful no rm for promoti ng good day-to-day
relations, both with in the apostolate and at home in community. T he meek and the
gracious people are the steady and reliable o nes, Vincent felt, unlike those d riven by
irascibility, "who on ly act by fiu: and starts; ... they are like torrents, strong and
impetuous only when in full flood, but which dry up afterwards," The genlle and
gracious ones, on the other hand, are the rivers that flow on ~noiselessl y, tranquilly,
and unfailingly." In another image, such personal ities born Out of barren soil bear
on ly th istles. For effect ive ministry, Vincent bel ieved, "a certain charm and pleasing
exterior arC' n ~a ry in order nOt to repel anyone."
Daily experience confi rmed these insights. Indeed , Jesus himself had to

V
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exercise enormous meekness and restraint in managing successfully the impemosiries
and the rivalries among his apostles. Closer to home. Vincent directed superiors to
act in the same spirit IOward those in their care. T he resistant con frere is to be drawn
forward "as mildly as possible." This is not to rule out firmness in the exercise of
autho rity. Firmness in pursuit of the end is necessary. Vincent repeatedly insistcd.
but the means to be used are always 10 be "apt. gracious. and attractive." Likewise.
the missionaries are advised to act meekly and humbly toward the poor, for
"otherwise they (the poor] will be disheartened and will not dare to approach us,
looking upon us as lords, roo srern and roo great for rhem. "
"The hC'art of another is opened by genrleness and affabiliry." mighr be an
axiom by which the saint lived. "If a man is not won by meekness and patiencc. it
will be difficuh to win him by other means." The power of the \'irtue derives from
a source beyond the human. Indeed. Vincent claims. "i t is proper to rhe Spirit of
God, and therefore, to imitate [rhe Spirit] in this manner of acting is the most
assured means of obtaining success."
Ftbnlary. 1990

St. Villmlt tk 1'11,,1
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Charity is a Verb

({Charitable action is the true characteristic of tht:' love of God," Vincem
declared. The love expressed in charity mirrors on earth the "pu re aC[~ of the
Godhead. who, in add itio n to the loving action of the divine natu re within itself, is
externally engaged in creation and conservation, sanctification and salvation .

In other words. true charity. in the love both of God and of rhe neighbor,
is authenticated by visible action. It makes a person, says the sai n t, "solidly virtuous,
and not merely so in imagination . . .!t excels knowledge, ecstasy and study. Prayer
and study should resolve themselves into action. The light in the mind should
become a fire in the heart and on the lips of the apostle,n In the end, "the hand
should con form to the heart,"
Thus, the perfection of charity lies in in fru itfulness, Vincent claimed, as it
passes from words into deeds. If we had ~but a spark of the love [that Jesus modeled1
could we remain with our arms folded and neglect those whom we might assist?"
Moreover, not only does charity have its visible effects, it also ~begelS love in the
heartS of those toward whom it is exercisOO."
Charity. however, is not a "soft" virtue. but it is exercised at a price. God
does not only say, Vincem notes, "Thou shalt use the industry of the mind to gain
you r livi ng," but also, "Thou shah labor with thy hands, with thy arms, with thy
whole body. and with such activity and fatigue that sweat shall fall from thy brow."
For this reason, there is no room fo r "discouragement or cowardice" in the service of
chari ty. It is a rask, the saint tells his followers. to which they should dedicate
themselves "without the fear of shorten ing our lives. and with the firm convict ion
that [he death which is most glorious and desirable is that which finds us with (the
tools of service] in our hands."
Th roughout h is life Vincent. the man of action, lived these convictions and
personally modeled them for his followers :md for the Church at large. meriting from
the Church the esteemed title of "universal patron of charity." This is the rubric

m
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under which most people know Vincent. It is significant that they who know litde
else of his words have at least heard what migh t be the distillation of his charity, as
framed in his best known counsel : "Let us love God , but let it be at the expense of
our arms and in the sweat of our brows."
Marm, 1990

St. VinCtnr de Paul
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[;lory to [;od

((B lessed are they who spend their lives for the service of Cod." Vincent never
lost sigh t of the perspective that his missiona ries' service to people, whether
clergy or [he poor, must be focused on God and his justice before all things, ~to
Sttk fiB[ [he reign of God in ourselves and to procure it in mhers." T hat is. "nor
only to love God, but to cause him to be loved,"
Indeed, " it is the intention that gives value to all our works and renders
them valuable before God. 00 as many good works as you please, rhey will profit
you nothing unless they are well done." Actions rhus performed rake on a beauty
and a worth, like garments whose cloth is enriched and ennobled by "the gold lace
and rich e mbroidery, pea rls and precious stones with which they are adorned," In
a way, the outcome matters litde: "God docs nOt so much regard the success of our
efforts as the charity that inspi red them.~
Selflessness should underlie service: "Be ever ready to inconvenience
yourself in order to accommodate others." In th is spirit. "let us dedicate ourselves
unreservedly to God and to the service of our neighbor. Let us strip ourselves. to
clOlhe our neighbor; let us give our lives 10 procure his salvation and to extend the
reign of Jesus Christ.~
Conversely. sel f-serving and self-congratulatory aClions sap good works of
their value. Vain complacency. Vincent assertS, is "dangerous. a poison to good
works. It is a plague that corrupts the holiest of actions." He goes so far as to
declare that "it would be bener to be bound h:lnd and foO! and cast upon burning
coals than to do an action in order to win the praise of men. "
Missionaries who live and act in a mode that is directed toward "the
inst ruction and the sanctification of the poor... verify the presence of the Holy
Spirit with in the Ch urch. " Souls brought to salvation th rough our ministry will
be "witnesses in our f.1.Vor at the hour of death. " For this reason, Vincent prays.
119
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"May it please God to render us worthy of employing our lives, as our Lord
employed his, for the salvation of his poor creatures remote from all assistance, "
Dtrrmbtr, 1990

St. Vir/emf de Pauf
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Humility, the Sure Foundation

{{Wh o is there that does not love a humble person?" Vincent asks. "What can
we do bur love a person who humbles himself? H e is like a valley that has
been enriched by the mountains. He draws upon himself the blessings and the good
will of all. n True, the saint admits, evC'ryone regards humility as "beautiful and
amiable," but if so, why are there "so few who embrace it and srill fewe r who possess
it? It is because they are con tent to consider it in itself without taking the trouble to
acquire it."
Certain ly Vincent is not content to leave it in the abstract. Admiration is
nor enough. He speaks in mnes of reality; "~t us nm deceive ourselves; if we do not
have humility. we have nothi ng." Ind eed, "we might be like angels and might excel
in the greatest vi rt ues. [but] if we are devo id of humility. those virtues, having no
foundation, could nor subsisr." Conversely, he believes, "even though we were
cri minals, if we should have recourse to humility. it would make us just. "
Hence, in practice the missionaries are encouraged to refrain from selfadvancement and to flee from seeking honors or from actions [hat anract vain
applause. Their origins. and those of their founder, march the condition of Jesus.
who was ~ nor only humble in his own person, but he was also humble with respect
to his Linle Company, [which] he formed ... by degrees from poor uncouth men .... "
Granted , humility permits one to recognize the gifts that God has entrusted to him,
yet "we are nothing more than the bearers of these gifts," which God uses through
our agency. ~ The rod of Moses, which wrought so many prodigies, d id not cease to
be a piece o f fragile wood."
T he foorin g on which humility grounds the individual confrere is the same
for the commun ity house. Thus. the saint d irecrs a superior: "Establ ish hum ility and
self-abjectio n as the foundati o n of your house, and henceforth it will be a house of
peace and benediction." Indeed, the superior should first set the example of
humility, ~as he should of all other virtues necessary for the preservation of union. "
/31
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This modeling would forestall "the spi rit of rivalry...the evil of communities.
especially of small communities." If such a spirit takes hold, " its remedy is
humility. ~
In truth. the ideal of the missionary is to be equable in main taining ~a truly
humble spirit, as wel l in honors as in contem pt. Imitate the bee that forms irs ho ney
as well from the dew rhat fults upon the wormwood as from that which fults upon
the rose."
April, 1991

St. Vinct1!t rk Paul
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,Life at the Foot oj the Cross

((r r he foot of the cross is the ~ (place in the world for you,~ Vincent once
~..L declared; "fervently love to dwell there," This is not advice to coun
suffering or affliction for their own sa kes. but to identify the cross as the matrix in
which human ills can find meaning. Al the cross, as John Shea putS it. "God is
redemprively presenr to every moment of human life, and therefore even in our sin
and sufferi ng we are not abandoned."
The trials and difficulties of the missionaries - temptations, sickness,
death, and crosses of every kind - in many ways were basically no different from
those end ured by the rest of men and women. In his own life the saint had
experienC('d many such reversals, which he wdcomed as "messengers from God,"
They are also authentic marks of discipleship. "Whoever wishes to be a disciple of
Jesus Christ should expect [these], bur he should also hope thar, when the occasions
present themselves, Cod will give him the strength to bear affiinions and triumph
over torments."
Nevertheless, there were trials that were proper to the life of the
Congregation. Some were heavy, like fail ure or frustra tion in ministry, persecu tion,
and even martyrdom . Others were of another gravity and of a "domestic" kind,
related mainly ro communiry living. Vincen t's mode of response for all cases was
ultimately reduced to the counsel of patience and forbearance, "the universal
remedy." Take the challenges of the common life. for instance, an end uring problem
in religion. It is almost natural. thi nks Vincent, to have conflict in groups: " From
whom shall we suffer unless from those who are round about us? ... From whom and
by whom did our Lord suffer unless his apostles and disci pl es and the people among
whom he lived?" Even in minimal cases of twO men dwelling together, he claims,
the parties "afford each other occasions for the exercise of patience. Even if you were
alone you would be a burden to yourself and an object for patience." Vincent sees
this ar work particula rly with "persons who have placed their ideal high. T hey have
1J3
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a great need of patience even to bear with themselves. ~
Fidel ity to religious exercises is also a trial. "Sooner or later God tries. by
repugnance for rel igious exercises, souls that he calls 10 his service. " This feeling will
be there from the Start, but, the saint admits. "It is bener that thi s be at the
beginning of a person's vocation, because he then early learns [0 provide a fund of
patience. forti tude and self-denial - virtues whose practice is necessary at aU times
through life,"
There arc even words of comfort and encouragemem to superiors for
enduring the burdens of authority. From experience Vincent learned that "there is
no superior in the world who has not much 10 bear from those under his
charge . . ,[Remember] that o ur Lord himself had much to endure from his disciples.
Indeed, as he says to one superior anxious to be reassigned : " I know of no superior
who does not ask co be relieved of his office. ~
There is a cen ain dynamism in God's action that is salutary. Th us the
tu rmoil in one's life can be more challenging and purifying than placidity or
stagnation: ~The water of a swamp by reason of its being at rest, becomes foul, miry
and offensive; while on the contrary, the waters of rivers and fountains that flow with
rapidity among rocks and stones, are always sweet, clear and wholesome."
A more familiar image for God's action that Vincent U$CS is one of
sculpture. The artist begins his work with such heavy blows on the rough stone "that
you would think that he is about to break it into pieces." As he continues, his action
and his tools become progressively more del icate, to the end that he will "fash ion
[the scone] with a beautiful image." Thus it is evident how God sometimes treats
the soul with apparent harshness and why he does so: " He rakes pleas ure in
enriching it with his graces, and he never ceases until he has rendered it perfectly
agreeable."
Thus, says Vincent, " It is through the cross that God sanctifies souls. " The
missionary who lives the C hristian life faithfully will encounter the mystery of the
cross. An ourward sign of that idenrific.1tion, the saint observes. will be "the
stigmata of Jesus Ch rist [made visible inl the imitation of his vinuC$. " This renders
the cross a part of everyday life, redemptive and giving hope - a sign, notes John
Shea, of "God's presence to our pain and rwistedness."
ft
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'The Virtue oj 'Cool'
aint Vincent was inclined to choose ~litrle" virrues to characterize his followers;
[hat is, virtues that efreer modesty and self-effacement and that serve to minimize
the indulgent self that is so much an obstacle (0 grace.
Akin to the" five virtues that specific.1.lIy define the missionaries' vocation
(simplicity, humility, gentleness, mortification, zeal for souls) is another that Vi ncent
regarded highly, what a modern might call the virtue of "cool. " Or call it "tranquility
of spirit," as he did. Without this quality, he believed, " it is impossible to succeed
in any exercise .... " Tranquility is a stat!' of mind that mirrors "the heart of our
Lord ... (who is) rr:mquility itself." To stand in that rdation to him is a "supreme
honor" to be "in a condition to serve him."
Tranquility has a restraining c£fea on the impulses. "The spirit of the world
is rest less, and wishes to accomplish everything; leave it to itself... Disnust the fervo r
of nature ... Moderate your ardor and weigh maners matu rely in the scales of the
sanctuary." The affairs of God, on the other hand. are accomplished "little by litde
and ... imperceptibly, and his spirit operates without commotion or violence ...The
soul under the divine influence is always serene and humbl e...The good that God
wishes is done of itself, as it were, without our being aware ofit ... [and] loses noth ing
by the absence of man's activiry." Inrl~, "he who is precipitue retards the things
of God. "
Thus tranquility fosters "true wisdo m. fwh ich] consiSts in following
providence step by step." Wisdom disposes the soul for listening to the inspirations
of God. which are "serene and peaceful. inclining us lovingly toward the good that
he desires of us. " While admitting that "the human mind is quick and restless,"
Vincent observes that "the most active and most enlightened minds are not the best,
if, at the same time, they are not the most cautious. Those walk secu rely who do not
wander from rhe road that has been traveled by the majority of the wise." If, in fact,
necessity demands haste. "do so moderately."

S
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Again , tranquility also provid~ a climate conducive to discernment. "Only
to souls who possess nanquility is true discernment given, for as anger is a passion
that disturbs reason, the contr.lry virtue is necessary to give discernment." Examples
from the wisdom of the saints tell us that ~a thing of importance concerning the
glory of God and the good of the Church, which has been done after serious prayer
and consultation , must be regarded as having been well done. " When God
eventually docs communicate himself. "he does so without effort , in a sensible
manner, full of sweetness, meekness and love."
A fin al fruit of tranquility is peace - "peace ... worth more than all the
goods of the world. " Vince nt sees the kingdom of God as "peace in the Holy Spirit,
who shall reign in you, if you are in peace." And if in turn the heart is at peace, "you
shall thereby pay sovereign honor to the God of peace and love. "
The peace, tOO, is many~ faceted. It touches not only the individual, but it
is a quality that has consequences in both community life and the apostolate. With
it comes "the spirit of Jesus Chris!...a spirit of union and peace." W ith that spirit
the confreres would be one with each other at home, and be effective in their
ministry abroad. As Vincent put it, "How would you be able to anract souls to him
if yOll were not united to one another ~ nd to him?"
The frequ ency of Vincent's exhortations could form a litany against
freuing:
"Live in peace."
"Keep yourself tranquiL"
"Courage! Be nOt disquieted. "
" Let your hean be at peace."
"Cool it!" he is saying. "Oh what a grand lesson our Lord has given us, by
not hurrying in the little thi ngs that he did!~ These results are not without theif
pain. As rhe gardencr knows, "a way of enabling trees 10 grow very high is to cut off
some of rhe branches." Likewise, Vincent says, you must "retrench ...your natural
ardor. " In speaking thus, the saint is /lOt dealing in abstractions. His own practice
of prudential fesrraim in coming to decisions stands as an example of rhe caution
that he promotes. If there is any question about the wisdom of this approach, one
need only look at the fich harvest rhat Vinccm's ministry reaped for both his
Congregation and thc Church.
Fd"'lJary, 1992

51. Vinern! th Paul
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"'The -Mrtue I Particularly Love}}

n a confessional moment Vincent once declared, "Simplicicy is the virtue which 1
particularly love, and to which, it .seems to me, I am most attracted in my
actions. n Perhaps he fdr thus because he found it the qualiry most characteristic of

I

God himself. "who is most simple, or rather he is simplicity itself. And

wher~er

there is simplicity there also God is to be found. "
In add ition to his own experience of the personal rewards from the p ractice
of simpl icity, Vincent acknowledges the universal approval that descends upon those
so graced. It is evident, for instance, that our Lord himse[f "visibly blesses simple and
candid souls and imparts many graces to them," Elsewhere, rhe saint observes that
"the good pi('asure of God is to converse with the simple of heaTe n And the
straightforward person, that is, the o ne "who rells things simply as they are in
themsdves ... is, in my opinion , very pleasing to Cod. ~ Indeed, Cod is pleased "only
by humility of heart and by simpliciry. Similarly, one's fellow hu man beings value this attitude. " Everyone loves
simple and candid persons, who use neither artifice nor deceit, who proceed with
simplicity and speak with sincerity. ~ Even those "who have neither candor nor
simplicity in their spirit or their words, nevertheless love those quali ties in others."
Not only is th is group affected by such directness, they can even be touched by it:
"The best means of being helpful to cu nning and crafty people is to act with them
in the spirit of great s jmplicity. ~
Sim pl iciry draws God down upon us, as it were, and, from our perspective,
it leads us to him. Thus, "the joy and contentment of God, if we may use such an
expression, is to dwell with (he humble and simple, when they themselves dwell in
the knowledge of theiT own abjection." On our parr, "simplicity makes us go straight
to God and to the truth, without ostentation, evasion or disguise and without being
influenced by our own interests or by human respect." And a person without this
mind is one whom "God deprives of an insight into Christian truths and virtue."
1!7
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T his desire for simpliciry re:lched even into Vi ncent's concern about
preaching, wh ich is a separate, major topic in itsel( It is sufficien t to note one of his
observations on this score that "Gocl blesses those who preach simply and
dcvoudy. .. [Hel blesses sermons which are delivered in an ordinary and familiar rone,
because he hi mself taught and preached in this manner... and the people prefer it,
and derive greater fruit from it. ~ It is nor ~the pomp of words" that convinces, bur
"simpliciry and humility."
Simplicity indeed was a pervasive theme in Vincent's life - in his thinking,
in his ministry, in his personal behavior. His own words defined him: a personality
endowed with a directness and a transparency that endeared him ro people and
attracted them to his company. Simplicity explained in part his success in entering
so many lives and feel ing welcomed there. Whoever encountered him knew that
they were meeting the aurhemic Vincenl de Paul, nothing more, nothing less.
April, 1992
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'That Beautiful Virtue

A nd what is rhar? "Mercy," says Vina"nr, who praised it as "the proper attribute
JL of God himselL (whoJ beStows the spirit of mercy. ~ For this reason, the sa int
urges his missionaries, "Let us be at all times men of mercy, if we wish to do in all
things and everywhere (he will of God."
Mercy is a facet of charity that calls us, first, to identiry in spirit with the
other person. For instance. Vincent suggests, "To be compassionate toward the
sufferings of our neighbor and to weep with him ... co soften our hearts and to render
them responsive to [his] sufferings and miseries, " Indeed. "love gains for us an
entr:mcr into the hearts of others," Mercy calls as wdl fo r o utward signs or gestures.
As Vincent observed, "Heart and hand should go together as far as possible. "
Consequently. he urges, "Weep with your poor and your sick. God has appointed
you to be their consolation ... Serve the sick with gentleness, compassion and 10ve.
As Jesus wept over Jerusalem, so should the missionary reveal sympathy in his
countenance. And ws peak sym parherica.lly so as to let the neighbor sec how
profoundly [youl share in his interests and sufferings. Even when away from the
poor, the saint showed that they, or their affiictions. arc not to be forgotten, as he
fretted du ring one winter, ~ H ere indeed is a rigorous season. What shall become of
the poor, and where shall they go~ Herein is my affiiClion and my sorrow."
This call to identification with others is a reminder that "we are members
of one mystical body. of which our Lord is lhe head ... [so that] if we are to reign with
M
him in heaven we should, like him, sympath ize with all his members on earth. If
even dumb creation is sensitive to the sufferings of each other, "'for a much greater
reason should the bond of common sympathy exist among men and cs~cia ll y
among Christians. ~
Mercy calls for another rype of sympathy - toward sinners. Vincent's
compassion stemmed from his own self-awareness, for "as J am a great si nner, I
cannOt reject those who are great sinners. provided they have good will. Simi larly.
M
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it is profitable for his Congregation to ~flec[ "for a litde how much we stand in need
of mercy ourselves - we who should show it to others, bring it with us into all som
of places, and suffer all things for its sake. ~ If God is tolerant and understanding, it
is wise for us to follow: "Let us imitate the goodness of God, who never reproaches
us wilh the faults he has forgiven us.~ And if it happens that ~ hearrs are barred to
you, make every advance in manifesting goodness toward [them]." From Francis de
Sales he learned tolerance and understanding. Said Vincent, " Habituate yourself to
judge the besl of things and persons, al all times and under all circumstances. 'If an
action has a hundred faces,' says the blesstti bishop of Geneva, ' look at the best.'"
Vincent recognized that the mercy and the charity characteristic of
Christian practice also have a special place in the religious life, for "charity is the
cement that binds communities to God and persons to one another. " And for the
individual confrere, " Fralernal charity is a mark of predestination, since by it a
person is recogniu.-d as a [rue disciple of Jesus Christ. " There is something. too, for
superiors, who arc urged to "treat with gentleness those under your authority,
continue to govern them wilh your cuswmary wisdom and mildness. "
To Vincent, "our life ... is a moment of time ( 10 use) for me sake of mercy."
Because life is fleet ing and elusive - -a moment which flies away and disappears
immediatell - there is an urgency in seizing the moment of mercy. The saim finds
regret in his own life, as he laments, "Ala.!>! LILt: 1)CvclLly~ five yeau of my life that have
passed away now seem to me to be only a dream, only a momem, and nothing now
remains to me but regret at having employed this moment so badly. " In the same
spirit he cautions his missionaries: ~Let us reflect how grieved we shall be when we
come to die if we ha\'e not made use of this moment 10 be merciful. "
Among his hopes for his Congregation Vincent prays for God "w give us
this spirit of mercy and compassion, to replenish us with it, to preserve it in us so
that whoever secs a missionary may be able to say: 'There goes a man who is full of
mercy.'" And how would that person be recognizcd~ Vincent would suggCSt: " Let
us show mercy to all so that we shalt never meet a poor person again without
consoling him ... nor an ignorant one without teaching him in a few words all that
he is bound [Q believe ... and do for his salvation ....
The prayer of the missionaries, in rurn, should be that we not "make a bad
use of our vocation ... [that God) not take the spirit of mercy from the Company, for
what would becom e of us, 0 Lord, if you would withdraw your mercy from us ~ "
n
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is not so imporram for us to live a long time as to continue in the vocation
to which God has called us .... ~ In this letter to one of his priestS who had

expressed undue anxiety abom his health, Vincent puts a spin on his response that
coullters what s~ms a notion of conventional wisdom . The "reasonable" advice to
expect here is that the quamity of a life in doing good holds more value than a
shorter one. Maylx: so, but Vincent's point is that the focus and the intensity of a
life, b rief or long, are more important than length of days.
These words refl ect the unexpected slant that Vinccm gives to much of his
advice. There were many queries that came his way or initiatives that he took to
advise a confrere: F~erhaps to clarify an ambiguity or to counter an insensitivity ill his
correspondent; TO ilium ine some fitcet of the truth that the inquirer overlooked or to
make a point that he might have missed. Vincent's wisdom in these instances arises
out of a perspective born of his peasant good sense alone, or out of that common
sense informed by faith . But in responding he gives an unex pected twist to his
words, SO that his statements take an aphoristic, paradoxical rum.
Thus Vincent replies to a missionary who asked perm ission to take the
discipline. The saint cautioned against such an overzealous request with the
reminder that ~we can fall into excess in the practice of the virtues, and that excess
is someti mes a greater evil than the fuilure to practice them." Indeed, there are
people uwho find sensual and shameful pleasure in that son of thing." After further
thought Vincent relented, an d he permined the request with very restrictive
conditions that would forestall the priest's falling into the excess, rem inding his
confrere that "merit comes not so much in pain as in love."
Moderation is always paramount, he insisted, as he did when advisi ng
Monsieur Portail to curb the length of a visitation: "Those wh ich drag o n are not
usually very successful." Or in his advice to i!tienne Blatiron to take care of himself.
even if Cardinal Durazzo in his zeal overworks the missionaries: " ... In the fina l
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analysis, vinue is not found in extremes, bur in prudence, which I recommend as
strongly as I can .... "
A serenity born of faith underlies other responses, as he advised abom the
poverty suffered in a house at La Rose: ~ Thin gs arrange themselves with time. Only
God can have everything to his liking. His servams should act as our Lord did. " [n
less tangible areas, do not look for "results," Vincent tells Blatiron, who is
discouraged that no one is "profiting" from his mission or that his opinions are nOt
being accepted: ..... Are you /lot willing to accept that our efforts and prayers may be
ineffectual, if such is God's good p[e-.lSure? For, Monsieur, what would it be like if
everything was favorable to us, and what right have poor people like us to expect that
we shall always be successful ?" And as to contr'..Idictions: "We have even less reason
to be upset when someone offers resistance to our hu mble opinions." After a1[,
Vincent concludes, "Since Cod is satisfied with our good will and honest efforts, let
us also be satisfied with the outcome he gives to them ." With this fram e of mind
"our actions will never be without good results."
Even Vincent's customary arritude TOward the usc of authority occasionally
emerges in an unexpected way. Take the advice to Philip Le Vacher, a missionary
and papal appointee as vicar·general of Carthage. The appointment had both
ecclesiastical and pastoral impl ications. In this case Vincent advised in favor of
pastoral responses concernin g the Christian slaves. Whatever the abuses, "do not
take a hard line" against them, if greater harm can result. "Use gentle methods," the
saint continues, "to get whatever you an from priests and monks who are slaves, as
well as from merchants and captives. Resort to severe measu res only in extreme cases
for fear lest the h:lrdship they arc already enduring in their state of captivity, joined
to the severity you might want to exercise in virtue of your authority, drive them to
despair. You are not responsible for their salvation, as you think. You have been sent
to AJgiers onl y TO console affiicted souls, to encourage them to bear their sufferings,
and to help them to persevere in our holy religion. That is your main concern and
not the office of vicar general, which you have accepted only to the extent that it
serves as a means to attain the aforementioned ends. ~
Vincc!H fired our counsel in every direction: to his missionaries about
mundane affairs; to Saint Louise and her Daughters about detai ls peculiar to thei r
lives; to clerics, nobles and politicians about matters of church and state. The
wisdom of [hc saint in these messages is found not in grandiose sentiments but more
often in pointed stalemenl5 of good sense. Whatever the occasion, a response from
Vincent usually took an unexpen ed, perhaps unconventional, turn that conveyed an
answer, true, but also disclosed {he d istinctive perspective Out of which he viewed
life.
january, 199J
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Prudence, the Preventive -Mrtue

(( A doctor who preserves a man from sickness, " s:lid Vincent. "deserves more than
j L he does who cures him, " This concept of prevention is a familiar one, based
on rhe principle that action is usually more salutary than reaction. For the saint th is
$arne norion underlay the meaning of the virtue of prudence.
It is a virtue that calls for foresigh t, d iscretion, resnaint and proportion.
Vincent sees itS purpose "to regulate and govern both words and actions land
judgment, he would include elsewhere] .... " It disposes us "to speak wisely and to
the point. The prudenr man acts as he shou ld, when he should, and for the end he
should. He does all th ings according to weight and measure," Accordingly, for
making choices confidently, rhe saint advises that "for an apparent and uncertain
good we should not abandon a real and present good." Si m ilarly, restraint calls for
withholding oneself from novelty, fro m "too readily pursuing nev.r nO[ions." Fo r this
reason "great perseverance in our first intentions is necessary. ~
As usual, Vincent relics on the example of Jesus to give credibility and force
to his teaching. Take it as "an inviolable rule," he says, "to judge of all th ings as our
Lord judged them, so that on all occasions w e should ask ourselves how [hel under
similar circumstances, judged of such things." In add ition (Q judging, prudence
includes "speaking and acting as the eternal wisdo m of God, clothed in our fra il
Oesh, judged, spoke and acted."
Vincent always distinguishes between that kind of prudence and the "purely
human" kind. The laner is based upon "whaT people say, or upon the fear of making
enemies. [hI furnishes low and miserable motives, which defeat the interests of God
and of his Church." In some ways " human prudence" can be an acceptable path to
d ecision, bm insufficient. In such cases where it "fails (or) does not see at all," says
the saint, one should seck the path where "the light of d ivine wisdom begins to
dawn."
Prudence seems always to have a companion. Simpl icity, for instance, is
Windolils 0" flis Vision

one. Vincent considers them "like [WO inseparable sisters." Simplicity will drive one
"to do all things unostentatiously, without pomp or show, choosing ways and means
the most humble, as well as the most charitable in order nOt to excite the envy or the
contradiction of men." The notion about this pairing echoed the prcscripdon of
Jesus in the gospel, about combin ing the prudence of the serpent with the simplicity
of the dove, and found its way into Vincent's Common Ruin.
Prudence is important for the person in authority, whether in making
decisions or in taking action: "1£ is very imporrant that those who govern should do
nothing of consequence, only after having taken the advice of two or three." Far
from its "being improper to take advice," it is, on the Contrary, Vincent insists,
"necessary to do so when the matter is something of importance and when we arc
unable of ourselves to reach a decision." Indeed, the superior who wisely takes
counsel "renders Ihis) authority more worthy of love and respect. "
In some cases wide consultation might be callcd for, including outside
advisors: "In temporal mailers thc advice of attorneys or other intelligent externs is
Ito be] sought. " And locally, "with regard to internal afTairs ... the officers of the
house arc consulted, as also other members of the Community when this is deemed
expedient. "
Providence is also a necessary partner in the equation. Vincent rarely
advises about intended actions without a reminder to heed the voice of providence,
which gives perspective to the rightness of the decision. As he wrote to Bernard
Codoing in Rome, who was worried about some affairs in other places, Vincent says.
somewhat impatiently, "Stop being concerned about things happen ing far away that
arc none of your business ... Let us abandon ourselves to the providence ofCod ... and
put our feet only in the place it has marked out for us.~ And, in a later letter to
Codoing, he says that it has been "a consolation our Lord gives me ... to believe that,
by rhe grace of Cod, we have always tried to follow and not [Q anticipate providence
which knows how to conduct all things so wisely to the end our Lord destines for
them."
Vincem is likewise strong on the responsibility of the individual confrere [Q
seck counsel in personal matters, with especial rel iance upon the superior. Although
nowadays {his path [Q wisdom (that is, via the superior) is not as absolute or
exclusive as it was for Vincent, it was, in his view, an important factor in seeki ng
Cod's will: "By taking counsel of your superiors, you will avoid many
inconveniences and you will be assured of the will of God. ~ Similarly, "take the
advice of rhose whose mission it is to counsel you. Cod, ordinarily, is found in thei r
advice."
"It is not enough to do good, but to do it well," said Vincent. Because his
commun ities afe essentially active, the members thus would be concerned with
"doing"; and if "well," [Q exercise care in the doing. Vincent saw prudence as an aid
St. Villm1t
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to wise performance. The virtue counsels foresight and deliber:ttion. It forestalls
precipitate action , calculates possible consequences. and yet demands action when it
is ti me to act, that is, as he says regarding this last. to trusting more in providence
than in our own precaution. Above all , because apostolic works are intentional and
directed toward the glory of God , prudence helps to focus morivarion. For Vincent
this point is the culminat ion of the virtue, whereby service to God is perfected, in
that excellence in intention converges with effectiveness in execution . Vincent
caught the essence of this combination when he said, "God is gready honored by the
time that is taken to consider maturely the things that concern his service. n
F(brwry. 1993
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Simplicity: a Countercultural virtue

(( (' implicity" and "countercultural" pur together seems a contradiction in terms.
"Countc rculturaJ~ might suggest an aggressive advocacy, whereas "simplicity"
is morc static. Simpl icity speaks for itsclf against its opposites: "Since prudence of
the flesh and hypocrisy are so prevalem in this corrupt age, to the prejudice of the
spi rit of Christianity," Vincent once said. "the beSt way to overcome their baneful
influence is by a true and sincere sim plicity," And according to his biographer, Louis
Abelly. the saim certainly conducted himself in this manner: he was "simple,
rejecting all pretense. duplicity, arti fi ce. or prudence of the flesh." Even when he
fo rgot or delayed some responsibility, he made no excuses or invented no
explanation, even to the poim of embarrassmem, preferring to state things as they
were.
Others who came into contact with him had the same impression of
consistency, as did the bishop who, aner repeated meetings with the saint, was able
to characterize him in this famous comment: "Monsieur Vincent is always Monsieur
Vincent; that is, he is as humble, affable and prompt to serve everyone as he was
before being called to the Court. He has Fdlsified the proverb that says 'honors
destroy virtue.'~
Simplicity is virtually its own reward, as might ~ implied from Vincent's
own experience and from his remarks to h is confreres: " Look aro und our own group
to consider those in whom this virtue is particularly noticeable. Are they nor the
mOSt lovable?~ T hey do not work to be so, it is JUSt who they are and the impression
they convey.
He shared another example he had from the field. His missionaries, he
learned, usually received better acceptance than the residem clergy in many places.
These clergy, he said, "did recite the breviary, celebrate mass and administer the
sacraments, however, poorly, but that is all. Even worse, they lived in vice and
disorder." In response to these rcanions, he told his own men, "Even if you do not
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say a word YOll may touch heartS merely by your presence, if only you are wholly
taken up by God ... [Two priestS on a mission] went in surplice from their house to
the church, then back again without saying a word. Their recollection was so
remarkable [hat it made a strong impression on those who saw them, never having
ex perienced the like. Their modesty was a silent sermon so efficacious, I am told,
that it may have contributed more than anyth ing else to the success of this mission ."
In another situation, where the people lacked simplicity, he warned a
missionary he was sending there, "You arc going to a region where the people are for
the most part cun ning and devious. If that is so, the best way to be of help to them
is to treat them with great sim plicity. The maxims of the gospel are utterly opposed
to those of the world. Since you are goi ng there to serve our Lord, you ought to caTry
his spirit, a spirit of uprightness and simplicity."
Simpl icity, as Vincent once described it, is the virtue that causes one " to act
directly and forthrightly, always in view of God , in our business, our employment,
or in our exercises of piety, avoiding all hypocrisy, artifice, or vain pretense. ~ The
virtue arises out of honesty, "which never allows us to do one thing but really mean
another." Thus, simplicity is violated in those "who through human respect wish to
appear other than what they are, or who do good deeds exteriorly to be thought
virtuous, who collect quantities of books to be judged learned, who strive to preach
well to have the applause and praise of Olhers, or ... who do th eir spi ritual exercises
or pious works for unworthy motives. ~
This virtue, indeed, finds its model in God, who is "very sim ple, or
better...is simplicity i[SClf, and therefore where one fi nds simplicity one finds God. "
In this spirit the saint admonished onc of his missionaries who had aC[ed otherwise,
"God is never honored by duplicity, and ... to be truly simple we must think of him
alone .. . [for, as he said elsewhere] God is rhe only end of all ou r actions. "
As Vincent's life reveals, simplicity was one of his defining virtues and one
which he left to his followers as part of his legacy. The virtue was a personal value,
but it also set him apart from many cultural values surrounding him that were
contrary to the maxims of the gospel. Given [he love and the admiration that he
dici ted from his contemporaries, and the credibility that he enjoyed, we must
su rm ise that th is modest man, and the si mple. direct qualities he possessed, was
powerful enough to affect an age.
Marth, /994
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fllortijication : a Countercultural Mrtue

say "mortification" is a counrercultural ael, and the very thought of selfdenial in a self-indulgent culture is om alien notion. Consequenrly anyone who
would promote mortification is working against the ride.
Mortification is an evangelical maxim that is based upon rhe insistence by
Jesus that ro be his disciple one had to deny rhe sel f and take up rhe cross daily. As
such it naturally opposes rhe maxims o( "[he world," that is, those contrary to the
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gospel.
The virrue is thus one that Vincent identified as essential for gospel living:
for himself, for his missionaries as characteristic of their Slate, indeed for any wouldbe followers. It was not an abstraction to Vincent. He put imo personal practice
what he advised his missionaries: "We should preach penance to others in vai n if we
are not mortified and if there is no sign of it in our actions and conduct."
H e needed the vinue in order to exorcize some of his own demons. One
of these was his temperament. In later years Vincent came to be admired for his
meek and calm demeanor, but it W;l,S one that came about only with strong
discipline. He was conscious at one time of his cun and forbidding disposition,"
but, sensitive about its effects, hc prayed for change to "a meek and benign one."
Eventually, he acknowledged, that "by the grace ofCed and with some effort on my
pan ... [1 was ablel ... to repress the outbursts of passion [and] get rid of my black
disposition.
Another was attachment to his family that brought its own set of tensions
that needed balancing. Vincent never abandoned his love for his family, but he
struggled to keep them at arm's length, so that they would nO[ be a distraction from
his work. as he responded once to a suggestion to help some relatives known {Q be
in need: " Do you think I do not love my relatives? I indeed have the same
sent iments of affection for them that anyone would have. My natural instinct is to
help them, but I must act according to the movements of grace, and not those of
W
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nature. I should think ofthosc poor persons who are even worse off, rather than of
my friends and relatives."
In promoting mortifi cation [Q his missionaries Vincem reflected, in pan,
his own struggles. He was mindful of his own experience, for insrance. when he
warned of undue attachment w fu mily. Likewise. in encouraging meekness he
sometimes feh . even at an advanced age. that he had not emircly established that
disci pline in his own life: "0 wretch that I am! I have been studyi ng this lesson lof
meekness] for so long and have not yet learned it! I fly into a passion; I lose my
temper; I complain; I find fuu lr. ... ~
For the missionary the virtue called for personal restraint in tempering his
judgment. his senses. and any strong. disordered feelings. Similarly. it entailed
coping with sickness and living without undue anxiety about his health. These are
areas open to se lf~deception and rationalization. "Woe to him who shuns the cross!"
Vincem warned. "The man who makes little of exterior mortification on the plea
that interior mortifications are fur more perfect shows dearly that he is not mortified.
either interiorly or exteriorly."
The saint also identified many occasions in community life. both at home
and on the missions. that demanded mortifica tion. "I f we are not animated by the
spirit of 5('lf~denial. ~ he asked. "how can we live togeth cr~ " There are criticisms to
deal with, from among their own numbers and sometimes from the aggravation of
non-members. There are challenges equally at work on the missions, if of a differem
sort: kind and conditions of lodgi ngs, the state of the parish. and mher varying
circumstances. And so, Vincem asked, "If we are not mortified how can we endure
what must be endured in varied em ployments \like dealing with the poor people,
persons in retreat, the ordinands, convicts and slaves]? ... Let us not deceive
ou rselves, my brothers. Missionaries stand in ne«l of self-denial. "
Thus, the aim of rhe virtue of mortification, accord ing to Vincent, is " to
divest ourselves of whatsoever displeases God," that is, to act in opposition to
"worldly values. " Although seemingly negative in its thrust, the virtue does not
promote mere avoidance. but rath er encou rages action of a kind that ultimately
responds to the challenge of Saint Paul: "If you live according to the flesh you will
die, but ifby the spirit you put to death the deeds of the body, you wiJl live."
April. 1994
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all this an ethnic phobia (name any ethnic group, it would fit), call it a belief in
Murphy's Law, that if anything can go wrong, it pro bably will. Whatever its
source, it reflects a mild fatalism that taints th e prospects for peace of mind with fear
of something wom happening.
It is idle to ask whether Vincent had Murphy's Law to contend with in his
culture (Boudreaux's Law or some such?), because it seems a universal human
temptation TO fear the wom, no matter how joyous the moment. For Vincent,
however. belief in providence put his reliance on divine guidance of eventS rather
than on caprice. That belief calls for a delicate balance in approaching events, bOlh
before they occur and after: "Grace has its momen ts, ~ the saim once [Old a
missionary. ~ Le t us abandon ourselves (() the providence of God and be on our guard
agJinst amicip:lting it." And. once arrived at a decision [0 proceed, "[Ut us] put our
feet only on the paths providence has marked out for us." Even if something
unfortunate happened subsequently, the cause would be more than JUSt a perverse
turn of events.
If anything would go wrong in an enterprise, it was usually for good reason,
as for instance, Vincent would think, ~the poor success of things [because they arel
done tOO precipi[Ously." Proper timing is all. Even offering advice tOO hastily was
St. V;nCCJII til Palll
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suspect, because it reflected one's personal judgment rather than awa!tlllg the
inspiration of the Spi rit. In reassu ring a confrere about the secu rity that rel iance on
providence brings, the saint teSlified from his own experience wi th the
Congregation: "Reflecting on all the principal events that have taken place in this
Company," he recalled, "it seems to me quite evident that, if they had raken place
before they did, they would not have been successful. I say it of all of them, without
exception. That is why I have a particular devotion to follow ing the adorable
providence of God step by step. My only consolation is that I think our Lord alone
has carried on and is constantly carryi ng on the business of the Litde Company... Let
us rake refuge in this, trusting that [he] will bring about what he wishes to be done
among us.
Detachmenr and indifference are twin vi nues that accompany belief in
providence and put one in a proper stance toward the will of God. Detachmenr is
the ability to stand apart from persons or thi ngs that could be obstacles to growth in
resignation. Many tragedies struck Vincent in his Congregation: he saw his
missionaries sh ipwrecked on the way to Madagascar. dead of the plague in [taly.
imprisoned in Barbary, victim ized by the religious wars, and the Company struck by
the loss of the farm at Orsigny. In all of them his reaction usually began with the
utterance "Blessed be God" and went on to a statement of acceptance. There were
no exceptions to his resignation to events. Even the future of his Congregation was
nOt spared: so intensely did he feel about fidel ity to God's work that he prayed at one
time that Goo "destroy us if we are not useful to him in his service. ~
Indifference, as Vincent described it. "leads us to be so detached from
creatures and so un ited to the will of the creator that we arc almost totally freed from
any desire for one thing rather than another .... " There is equanimity in accepting
what happens or docs not happen: a person is neither elated by prosperity nor caSt
down by adversity. On one occasion Vincent showed that ki nd of restraint and
control in the way that he responded to a possible favor offered the Congregation.
He was in no hu rry to act. "I think we should allow this matter to simmer for the
time bei ng... ," he cautioned. " It will help us develop holy indifference, and allow
our Lord to manifest his will while we offer Out prayers for this intention . We can
be sure that. ifh e wishes it, it shall comt' abouL .The less there is of ourselves in this,
the more he will make it his own. One man's patit'nce breeds anothds exasperation. Vincent's wel l known
slow and deliberate pace - and OIhers' reactions - reAects not indecision, but
rather a prudent wair for assurance about Goo's will. [t is a furth er paradox that for
all (his apparent procrastination , the designation, "man of action," is one of the
sain t's most prominent t itles in the Church to honor his remarkable
accomplishments. "I have never yet seen," he wrote to one of his missionaries,
"a nything spoiled by my slowness to take action , bur everything has been done in its
Iii
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own good time, with the necessary foresight and precautions.
Indeed, the saint believed, "Cod is greatly hOnoffd [emphasis added] by
ti me taken in considering all those matters that concern his service." For his part,
the missionary will find meaning and val ue in his works according to the care he
brings ro them, that is, "by seeki ng Cod in them and by doing them in order to find
n
him in them, rather than just to get them done.
Was Vincent excessive in his reliance on providence? To someone who
wondered aloud about whether one can offend by having tOO much of the hope and
confidence he should have in Cod, the saint replied, "Just as we cannor have tOO
much fJ.irh in the truths of the faith so we can not trUSt in God too much. " There
are. of course, conditions under which a false hope operates, e.g. hoping for
something God has not promised, or seeki ng God's mercy without undergoing
conversion. But "true hope," the saint concluded, ~can never be excessive since it is
founded on the goodness of God and on the merits of Jesus Christ."
n
"Chance and "surprise" would seem to have no place in Vincent's active
vocabulary, for in his perception of events nothi ng was capricious or startling. Belief
in a benign providence put him in a special sta nce toward reality: it spared him shock
from the unexpected and the irrational, and opened him to acceptance of them .
Knowing that the wisdom of God directed events, Vincent was able to maintain a
serenity in their midst, no matter what "laws," t'".ltional or otherwise, seemed to be
operative.

me
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'The fJift oj 'Tongues

((r r he whole world spoke the same language, using the same words," said the
~.L biblical writer to describe an idyllic condition of the races that anted ated the
world of the tower of Babel. Subsequently, because of the increasi ng wickedness into
which the people were Falling. ~the Lord confused the sp~ h of all the world. ~ Thus
the' tower of Babel became a symbol of the d iversity o f languages among peoples that
form ed a barrier to their murual und emandi ng.
The Pentecost experienct' i ~ I~ antithesis of Babel. because ir brings
harmony and understanding rather than chaos. All those who received the Spiri t "as
of tongues of fire. ~ began with a common language among themselves, but as they
proclaimed the experience, their auditors heard them speak " in d ifferent tongues as
the Spirit enabled them to p roclaim. " The auditors, in turn, were "astounded and
in amazement" that "each of us hears [the disci ples] in his own nat ive
language ... Parth ians, Medes, Elamites .... ~
In a commun ity " Repetition of Prayer," held on the Feast of PentecOSt (9
June 1658), Vincent invoked this image of tongues, first celebrating this gift to the
Ch urch at the coming of the Spirit, but immed iately transposing the notion into a
pragmatic image for his missionaries: '" thi nk we should do well today to ask God
to give us the grace to learn foreign langu;tges thoroughly, fo r the sake o f those who
are to be sem to d istant la nds .... "
It was not presumptuous to seek this gift, for as providence has raised up
"this Little Company to preach the gospel throughom the world as the apostles did,
[sol it is necessary for us to share with them the gift of tongues, since it is so essential
for teaching the people the doctrines of our fuith." In the modern case, however, this
was not a gift sponraneously given as it was to the apostles. but someth ing to be
sought, in prayer and through one's labors. " How can [m issionaries] learn other
languages," he asked, " if they do not ask God to teach them and devote themselves
to the study of the m?"
IH
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Vincent became more conscious of this need as he sp read further the nct of
his missionary endeavors. He was already sending men to Poland, haly, England,
Ireland, and Madagascar, and would have liked to extend the list. Learning the
native tongue was a prioriry among Vincent's instructions to missionaries destined
for these places. He admired the practice of the Jesuits: "One of the first things done
by those who ace sent to a country of whose language they are ignorant is to set
about learning it; they make that their ch ief study; they get in touch with someone
from the country, or someone who uncerstands the language .... " Even the niceties
of language differences are important. as the Jesuits discovered among the various
tribal languages of [he native Americans.
Perseverance in study was important. The first reaction of some
missionaries is discouragement at their initial labors. "There are some, " Vincent
observed, "who imagine, when they get [to the mission COUnt ry] that they will never
succeed. They grow discouraged after some attempts and, instead of praying and
trusting in God to make progress therein, inste'J.d of waiting patiently for this favor
from his goodness, they lose their desire to remain, and persuade themselves that
they are only fit for their own country and, behold, they arrempt to rerum. " On one
occasion Vincent expressed his double disappointment about the unresponsive
confreres under Jean Martin , superior at Turin: "I am distressed by the meager help
you are gerting from your men and the lack of enthusiasm some show for the
language of the cou ntry and the functions of the Company. ~
On the other hand, Vincent was happy to hear cases of application, as he
was, for instance, on hearing from Charles Nacquart on his attempts [Q learn the
Malagasy language, while he is on his way to Madagascar, and when finally on the
island to get in touch with a Frenchman who understood the native language.
Likewise with the Polish mission: ~I am very glad to hear how Monsieurs Durand,
EveiJlard and Simon are applying themselves to the Polish language and of the
progress they are making. Please congratulate them for me ... [especially] Monsieur
Duperroy for applying himself so well that he now teaches catechism in Polish, so I
am told."
Vincent himself had no occasion to leave his native France that would
compel him to learn another language. However, he showed a willingness to stretch
himsel f beyond con ven tional language when necessary, as he did in his friendship
with Lambert aux Couteaux, superior at Richelieu. When the saint was in Picardy,
Lambert's native district, he tried to speak the dialect - a struggle, he admitted. On
one occasion Lambert's cousin, on a visit to Saint-Laza re, had a pleasant meeting
with Vincent, who said about their conversation: "We spoke a great deal in the
Picard dialect but with this difference: he did his best to speak good French and I to
speak good Picard. "
This concern of Vincenl for the gift of tongues was an expression of his
St. Vinmrl rk Hllll
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abiding zeal for evangelization. The possibilities in Turin were symbolic of the
mission everywhere - ~a beautiful harvest," as he described Monsieur Martin's
apostOlate. There was a sadness, however, that accompanied tho~ missionaries there
and elsewhere who were hampered by ignorance of the language. The feeling would
not be permanent, the sai nt promised , but it would change to joy according to the
missionaries' efforts to learn. Indeed the hope of "a beautiful harvest," Vincent
believed, should sti r up the zeal of any missionary to seek the gift of tongues.
january. 1995
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once heard someone mistaken ly call mortification the virtue of "modification."
It is easy to sec how that is possible for a person who is a stranger to the lingo.
Actually, the mix-up is not tOO far off the mark. The words do have a sim ilar ring
and, upon a closer look, do suggest a natural kinship: both entail some change, some
nimming, some reduction.
Vincent saw mortification as a basic value for the Christian life, indeed a
prerequisite. It begins and ends in Jesus Christ, who put mOrtif'ic:Hion as a cnnclirion
for discipleship; "Whoever wishes to come after me must deny himself, take up his
cross, and follow me." The saint saw the process as renunciation of "judgmem.
scnses, will, passions, and so on. "
As was his custom, Vincent pointed to the particular example of Jesus
Christ, who first practiced whatever behavior he was later to advocate. The most
fundamental act, Vincent noted, was Jesus' decla ration at the beginning that his
work was to do the will of the one who sent him. In living OUt a life in accordance
with the Father's will, Jesus accepted whatever conditions fell to his fam ily: he
experienced a simple life and its attendant frugality and privations. In the family he
pr:lct iced obedience in subjecting his will and his judgment 10 those entrusted with
his care. [n his public ministry he endured the hardships of travel and, more
importantly, the opposition and hostility (0 his message, 10 the point of su rrendering
his life.
Vincenr sought to match his confreres' experiences in mortification with
those of Jesus, if not literally, at least in that spirit. Thus, the missionaries would be
expened to orient their lives by subjection (0 the will of the Father, which is ~the
grace to remain always in the disposition of doing his will, o beying his
commandmentS, the rules of our State of life and the orders of obedience .... " They
were to live in the spi rit of simplicity and detachmenr similar to that which Jesus
displayed. They were encouraged to live by selflessness instead of self-promotion,

l
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rhat is, to seek "t he grace to rid ourselves of ourselves ... ro resist the love of self, which
is rhe root of all our sensual ity. " Finally, to praClice detachment: from relatives, from
frivolities, from inordinate aclions of the senses or the emolions. from excessive
preoccupation with health.
Thus mortification is com patible with "modification ," that is, a certain
tempering of behavior or of some aspects of human life that might need tighter
management, direction or discipline.
Vincent's own practices of morrificat ion are more admirable in rhe telling
than in the imitation: sleeping on a bare cot without a mattress, in a room without
a fire; even foregoing legi timate comforts, as when he was sick, whereby he
~e ndured" fo r the sake of mortification the special attention his brothers showed
him. It was expressed in the hair shirts, the discipline. and other instruments of
mortification he hid from view, and in the violence (Q his senses. There were
intangibles, tOO, like bearing with resignation the bad news about his Congregation
and the members.
And yet there was no flash y d isplay of the virtue. In fu ct, as his biographer
Abelly says, the saint for good reasons kept much of it hidden: "[Vincent] cerminly
did not project an image of an extremely austere life. He judged (hat a life sttmingly
more ordinary would succeed better in the service of the people and the clergy to
which God had called him .. . [andJ would also be closer to that of Jesus Christ and
the holy aposrJes ... He felt obliged to give the example of a well ordered life. neither
too strict, ... too lenient .... too rigorous. In private, mortifYing his interior FAculties
to have them both perfectly submissive to the will of God. H is way of doing this
was the more excellent and more holy in that it was concealed from the eyes of
others. "
In the end, Vincent believed, morrification was a sign of true discipleship:
"The way to know if a person follows our Lord is to 5C(: if he mortifies himself
continually." In this way comes assurance that the Company "shall then walk in the
narrow way which leads (Q life; Jesus Christ will then reign in us during this mortal
life and we in him in life eternal. "
Stp/(!1Ibfr, 1995
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"First (['he J{eart, (['hen (['he Wor~'

) incem de Paul was very much up-Io·date in dealing with a question that is still
religious life and among those given to altruistic service to the
neighbor. He spent a lot of energy demonstrating to his followers that each person
had meaning and value apart from (he work in which he or she was engaged.
Personal identity was not exclusively derived from one's work. but from one's inner
worth and its direction. One comment of his to the Daughters of Charity, for
instance, without specifYing any particular work - whether tcacher. nurse, social
worker - reaches to the core of identity: "You are poor Daughters of Charity." he
wid them. "who have given yourselves to God for the service of the poor. "
Even today. strangers of all types, trying to connect with each other. will use
the icebreakcr, "What do you do?~ as if idemifYing one's line of work ultimately
defines the person. Indeed , if work did define value, (hen that wonh would
disappear when the work was over, such as through retiremelH or sickness. Or one::'s
value in religion would be measured according to the sa lary one commanded, or the
prestige of me job, or the "success" one achieves in the work.
Motive - that is, the:: intention - is what marks one::'s identity in the
apostoJate, and not the external nature of the work. Vincem grasped the re::aiity of
Saint Paul's advice to the Colossians: "Whatever you do in word or in work, do all
in the name of the:: Lord Jesus.... " This is equally tfue of any demand that God
makes, whether it be of conversion - "Rend you r heartS and not your garmentS" or of :llIlhentic sacrifice "My sacrifice, 0 God, is a contrite heart." Vincent
reinforces this notion: ~ Do you think, Sisters, that it is any great thing to act as you
do unless you elc=vate your actions by a good intention? ... Do you think that to $(:rve
the poor because it amuses you , to obey because you like what you have been told
to do, to labor because one ca nnot exist without some employment, to pray because
others do so, is to accomplish your duty? Certainly not, Sisters, do not deeeive
you rselves; the merit of our actions depends upon the e::nd for which you perform
'T
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them. ~ What is of central importance, Vincent goes on to conclude, is that God
"first of all demands the heart and then the work. ~
To speak of he an and work separately is not to express the realities as torally
divided. The truly apostolic person fuses motive and work. The thought of Saint
Lou ise runs parallel to Vinc~nt's: "[Sisters], may you never take the attimde of merely
getting a job done. You must serve from the heart .. .. n In our own day Thomas
Merton, on this [Opic, observed that rdigious action is not a double activity of
performing the work and looking to God. Rather, work should be union with God,
the person finding God in the work, not just in doi ng his will, but by seeking him
in the rrmh of what is being done. To act in this frame of mind, moreover, is to
assure the work is done well and to ach ieve peace and satisFaction in its performance.
Vincent anticipated the temptation that would occur when a person would
look for a different location in which to ~rve, as if this would put them in a better
frame of mind. God is usi ng them, he told his Daughters, to furthe r his own designs
of salvation. So, ~hol d yourselves ready [0 carry OUt all that he wishes you to do. But
make no claims, either to be in th is house, or in that parish, or in th at country. and
do not be afraid to go wherever you may be sen t. ... ~ And to one of his priests the
saint warned, "[God] has no use fo r our knowledge or our good works ifhe does not
have our hean, and he does not want that hean if we give it to him away from the
place wher~ he asks for it."
Ultimately, the heart will out, a.\ it were. Although its action is an inner
reality. it cannot remain hidden. The power of charity makes it manifest as a visible
sign. as Vincent guaranteed: "A hean filled and animated by [charity] shows forth
IGod's] inner fire, and everything in a charitable person breathes and preaches
charity. n
Marr:h-April. 1997
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"Words So Filled With Spiritual [frace... ))

incent de Paul 's consistently affable manner was a source of admiration to his
It was not always
thus. Regarding a contrary temperament that earl y on plagued him , he confessed; ~ l
'T )

V confreres and to any other contemporaries who dealt with him.

addressed myself to God to

~

him earnestly

to

change this cun and forbidding

disposition for a meek and benign one. By the grace of our Lord and wim some dfort
on my part to repress the outbursts of passion, I was able to get rid of my black
disposition," As his experience taught him , afFdbility was not just a helpful virtue fo r the
missionary, but all occupational necessity. for, as he put it, ~By our vQC3tion we must
often talk with one another and with our neighbor." That virtue, he said . is ~ like the soul
of good cOllversation,"
Affabi lilY engenders mumal respecl within a community. It is an equal izer,
Vin~nt claimed, for conditions where there is a diversity of backgrounds, of places of
origin, of lemperamems and dispositions, and it smooths the path to easier
communications. The saint told h is confreres, ~As charity is the virtue that unites US as
members of the one body, affability... perfects that union." T he tone of conversation
demands a delicate balance. It would rake only a soft word to convert a hardened sinner,
whereas harshness could cause sufferi ng. Contentiousness should be avoided as selfdefeating: often argument is designed to gain the upper hand and thus close the door to
agreement. Affability, on the other hand, would keep that door open. Flattery, toO , is
"unwonhy of a C hristian. " Especially should the missionary be careful in dealing with
the poor country people. Otherwise, Vincent noted, "they will pull back and fear [0 deal
with us, thinki ng us too severe or too lordly for them. When they are treated affably and
cordially they feel otherwise and are better disposed to profit from the good we seek to
do for them."
It becomes evidenc that the demands of affabil ity draw upo n many more vi rtues
than [his single one. Like so many tributaries, virtues such as meekness and humility,
kindness and charity, patience and forbearan ce feed inco the mainstream to determi ne
each nuance thai affabiliry demands. Examples abound of the saint's adaptability to
St. Vincmt d, Paul
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these modes. At Saint-Lazare, Vincent had the practice, almost a rimal , of meeting with
missionaries to encourage and instruct them as they depaned on assignments or to
welcome them upon their return. One priest described his own meeting as a "cord ial
reception .. . [t hatl overwhelmed me, " and recalled that Vincent's words ~were so fi lled
with spiritual grace, so gracious and yet so efficacious that they accomplished what he
had in mind. " Vincent was sensi tive about inquiring about a confrere's health and frame
of mind before making a difficult assignment , but he looked for a positive response
nevertheless. As he wrote to one confrere: " I am writing to ask you about your health,
and what you think of a proposal I have in mind for you ... 1 would ask you, Monsieur,
to pray to God, to listen to what he has to say to you about this. Please write me soon
about your health and your attitude toward accepting this assignment .. . ."
In other areas less pleasant, he could show himself firm but diplomatic in his
affabil ity. Abelly told the story of how Vincent once dealt with a layman who looked to
borrow some money. Vincent explained how the Company did not have money for this
purpose. The saint "spoke with such gentll"ness and prudence," and with such benign
effect, that the man "left in peace ... ," giving the reader a sense that this exit was the
equivalent of finding oneself out the front door without realizing how you gOt there.
There were times when Vincent had the unpleasant duty of declining a permission
requested by a confrere, but he hoped that the petitioner would surmise the refusal. In
order to avoid giving pain, Vincent would say "Would you be so good as to remind me
of this some other time~" Yet another missionary testified that "I never had the honor of
meeting with him that I did not leave with perfect satisfaction, whether he had granted
what I asked or had to refuse."
The virtue of affability was a regular theme that Vincent addressed to the
community at Saint-Lazare. It is a part of the larger virtue of meekness, he claimed, "to
have a great affability, cordiality, and serenity of expression for everyone we meet 50 as to
be agrttable to them. Those who have a smiling and agreeable countenance please
everyone. God gave them this grace, by wh ich they seem to offer their hearts and in vite
others to open theirs ... A missionary must sui\'e to be affable and so cordial and si mple
that he pUts everyone he meets at ease .... ~ In time, the saint was able to experience the
effectiveness of his words and his example taking rool. He passed on to the confreres, as
a compliment on their behavior, the remark by a visitor to Sai nt-Lazare: "I was consoled
JUSt three or four days ago at the sight of someone leavi ng here. He was all smiles, and
said to me, 'I noticed here a gentleness, an openness of heart, and a certai n charming
simplicity (these were his words) which touched me deeply.'" This perception confirmed
in Vincent the belief that a large part of the "successes~ of the Mission from the beginning
could be attributed to this sensitivity: " If God has blessed our first missions we may say
that it is because we have acted amiably, humbly. and si ncerely toward all sorts of
persons.
JUJlt, 1997
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"Where Are Your Wounds?}}

If man appeared before Saim Peter, who asked him, "Where are your wounds?"
vI'l--The man replied, " I have no wounds. " To which Peter rejoined, "Was there no
passion in you r life, no cause in which you spent and risked yourself that would
invite scars~~
Th is modern p3r:1.ble sp=ks the s:lmc I:mgll:lge :t.<; VinCC'nt's discourse on
the meaning of zeal. To him zeal is more than simply a show o f imcre5t in doing
God's work. It is the fire thai powers the motors of ministry. It is ardor, excitement.
commitment. And yet it is n Ot free-standing. T he saint defines zeal as "a pure desi re
of rendering ourselves pleasing [0 God and profitable to our neighbor. "
Consequently it has its o rigins in love, from which it issues: ~ ZeaJ is that which is
most pure in the love of God ... lf the love
GO<! is a fire, zcal is its flame; if love is
a sun, zeal is its rays. " Zeal is a virtue seem ingly without limi[S, whose exercise
comes :Ir a heavy cost. Vincen t welcomed the limitless field for evangelization that
the apostolate offered, while chiding those who would set boundaries. "How happy
is the missionary," he declared, "who has no limit in this world on where he can go
to preach rhe gospel. Why then do we hesitate and set limi ts, since God has given
us the whole world to satisfy our zeal?"
Vincent was generous in offering advice and encouragement to his
confreres about their responses in zeal to the challenges of ministry. But immersed
as he was hi mself in the apostolate, he was aware of his own attitudes and often gave
expression to the z.eal that drove his ministry. H is biographer, Louis Abelly, observed
that "Vincent's charilY seemed like a burning fire, ever ready to spread when the
conditions were righL... .. He was indeed "consu med by that heaven ly fire which
Jesus Christ came to bring upon the eanh, to respond to everything to do with the
glory of God and {he salvatio n of souls."
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Vincent's apostolic energy was resdess, "True charity does not know how
to live in idleness, nor of seeing ou r brother in need and not to respond, " He could
not fo rget that the work of evangelization was endless nor could he shake the guil ty
feeling that his labors were inadequate: '" remember fo rmerly when I was retu rn ing
from one of the missions. as I approach~d the gates of Paris I felt they wou ld fall
upon me and crush me. Rarely did [ rerurn from a mission bur this thoughl ca me
to me. The reason was, , heard a voice saying withi n me, ' You have gone OUt to
such and such a vi llage. but others await [he same help as you brought mem.' Ag.lin.
I seemed to hear it said , 'If you had nOt been Ihere, probably many persons would
have died in their miserable state ... .'~
When distance or age cut him out of th e action , Vincem still felt the
impulse to be a part of the enterprise. To a confrere ready to depart for Madagascar
he confided, "T here is noth ing I desi re more upon th is earth, if it were perm ined.
that J might be your companion on this mission. " On anmher occasion, reflecting
on the deaths of several missionaries from the plague in Genoa, he drew a lesson on
the willingness of the confreres - including himself - for total sacrifice, wh ether
at home or on the missions. ~ Even as old and decrepit as I am," he confessed, "I
should also adopt this anitude. even being ready to go to the Indies to gain souls for
God. knowing that I would probably die on the way."
As Vina:nt sees it, age alone is no excuse for holding back. He therefore
refuses to exempt himself from the obligations of the apostolate, whatever his age or
other limitations. "If I can not preach every day," he says, "all right! I will preach
twice a wcck. If I can not preach more importan t sermons, I will st rive to preach less
important ones. And if the people do not hear me, then what is there to prevent me
from speaking in a friendly, homely way to those poor folk. as I am now speaking to
you [:11 a Repetition of Prayer], gat hering them around me as you are now?"
If Vincent's words were not sufficient testi mony to his zeal, his lifelong
ach ievemen ts in the apostolate would certai nly be a most convincing witness.
Driven by boundless energy and armed with a vision that embraced all manner of
projects for the poor, Vincent was to his age a spectacle of charity and zeal in the
service of the gospel. That gift had a personal impact, too, on his contemporaries
and collaborators. Like the image of the sun whose rays are zeal, Vincent's own zeal
radiated others in a way that inspired and energized them.

II

Vincent expected of others the standards of zeal that he demanded of
himself. Among these norms was his notion that aumentic zeal admitted to no
modifications. As a challenge for members entering the Congregation he proposed
,6j
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that "all who come to the Company [should do sol with the thought of martyrdom,
with the desire to suffer death and to consecrate themselves tOtally to serve God
either in a foreign land or here at home ...... That is an ideal, of course, but Vincent
evidently thinks that it is within reach: "[s anything more reasonable than to give
one's life for him who has so freely givCfl his for us?"
This stance holds also for those al ready at work in the Company. Once,
reflecting on what the confreres in Genoa were suffering while serving the plaguestricken, the saint reminded those at home that they must have "a similar disposition
and the same desire to suffer for God and for the neighbor and to pour out our lives
for this. Yes... we must be commined to God without reserve. to him and to the
service of or neighbor. We must strip ourselves of everything for their benefit, giving
our very lives for their benefit, always prepared to give all and suffer for the sake of
charity ......
Faith is another necessaty virrue. It will sustain any confidence for the
Congregation to meet the uncertainties of the future. Vincent cites for confirmation
the confreres' determination in tbe early days. "If the Company at its birth and in
its cradle had the courage to seize lh( opportunities to serve God ... ," he asked,
"should we not trUSt that it will be fortified and grow in time? ... We still fee l the
effects of the first graces of our vocation poured out upon us." Indeed, a great fear
to heed is that "by our laxity we will Ixcome unworthy of the blessings God has so
abundantly given the Company until now .... "
The underside of zeal for Vincent was lukewarmness. In dealing with fainthearted confreres, who surrendered to discou ragement about the future works of the
Congregation and who tainted others with the same depression , he could only
wonder what damage "'these cowa rdly souls" do in the Congregation. Gone to
extremes. this attitude of men who live in Saint-Lazare could cause "the priests of the
Mission who once gave life to the dead [to have] but the name and appearance of
what they once were. They will be but corpses ... the cadaver of Lazarus, not the
resurrected lazarus, and still less men who bring life to the dead. ~ In rebuking this
mentality, he appeals to the members' self-respect: "0 Gentlemen, if you had but a
spark of that sacred fire whi ch co nsumed the heart of Jesus Christ could you spend
your life with folded arms and abandon those who call for your help?"
Similarly. lukewarmness sometimes breeds laz.iness. Although Vincent
feared excesses, he accepted it at times, on the score that something, even though
more, is bener than nothing. To a superior who had in his charge some discontented
and lazy missionaries, he conceded, "I admit that virtue has twO closely associated
vices. defect and excess. Of the rwo, excess is more praiseworthy than defect and
should be encouraged."
Although Vincent decried the limits that people pur on their zeal. he
recognized the need for prudence to moderate the unheal thy effects of its excessesSl. Vi"':'t7I1 de Paul
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~indiscreet zeal," he called ie Such excesses are counterproductive, as Vincent once
wa rned the Ladies of Charity: ~ By attem pting too much [other confratern ities] have
succumbed under the burden ... 1r could happen that a whole company could f.1. il, if
it attempts too much .. .We seek virtue by doing more. But virtue is nOt found
simply in doing more."
To a missionary (Philip Le Vacher) sent to Barbary, Vincent defined the
limits of the confrere's mandate there: "You were sent to Algiers to console amicted
souls, to encourage them in their sufferings, and to help them in persevering in our
holy religion ...... Regarding the proper sta nce toward the Moslems and renegade
Christians who made up the society, rhe saim was realistic: "You arc nor responsible
for thei r salvation, as you may think ... Above all, you mUSt not attempt to reform
things long established among them, even if they are evil."
Vi ncent's legacy of zeal is a rich one. The quality of his own zeal, and that
which he inspired in his followers, reassured him about the ongoing work of the
Mission. In speaking about zeal the saint frequently used images of sparks and
flames, that burned withi n and that flashed oUPNard, as signs of rhe love of God and
zeal- they went tOgether - that drove his ministry. To work within those intense
fla mes is easily to be scarred.
Thus the virtue of zeal. with its attendant COSts, was an integral part of
Vincent's life, whose course his biographer Louis Abelly fa ncifully traced thus: "He
accomplished and suffered so much during his life until he was finally consumed in
the flames of his own zeal." An insight that enlarges on this consuming vision, and
serves as a fitting summary of his zeal, comes from the story that, while nor "factual, "
is "true" and has passed into the body of Vincentian mythology. Its source is the
film, Monsi~uT Vinanl. In the final scene the sain t is seated, weary and in pain, on
a bench opposi te the queen of France, telling her that he has done little or nothing
with his life. The queen is incredulous: "If you have done noth ing, what about us?"
He replies, ") don't know - I only know that I have done nothing." The queen asks
sympathetically, "What would you have had to do in order to have accomplished
som eth i ng? ~ After a silence, Vincent's head lifts and he says with animation, "More!"
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His Virion

MncentJieditates on
,..caving the Poor
~
If only love werc epidemic as the plague!
To spread, insinuate itself along the current of the blood and take

possession of the hean.
Lord, your prophecy is daily [me: the poor arc still among us.
The scnings of their anguish ch~nge with time; the swry is the same.
Indeed I worry more fo r them than for the Company.

In crisis we can surdy improvise. bur who will hear their
would that love were coextensive with their plight!

cam

But I must not delude myself with self-indul gence, empty words.
Compassion relt from custom, service minus love, are feelings soon dried up.
Nor will rhetoric, though angel-eloqucm, fill the need, if I stop short of aedan.
II is 10 give a slOne when asked for bread, a serpent-substitute for fish .
NO! even bread and fish themselves are equal

10

a hungry heart.

I must see yo u in my neighbor's need and feel it as your Body's throbbing hu rt;
Show the love that consecrates a cup of water given in you r name.
With eggs and soup mUSt come a bellyful of hope as well.
And I mUSI be prepar~d to lake some hurt myself:
To summon smiles befo;e ingratitude and impudence
hum ility 10 call the poor my lords and masters;
composure in the face of sores and squalor.
But let me nO! recoil: you r very life has lOuched the poor, for you your~l f
were one of them.
In doubt about your love fo r me I only need reflect: you love the poor.
and therefore anyone who loves them is your friend.
Then let them be my entree into your love.
Although the task is hard, my prayer is simple:
Grant me a gentleness recq)(i\'e lo the poor man's miseries,
but muscle equal lo loving you, in them. with strength of arms and sweat of brow.
Nrwtmf,(r, 1996
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